Abstract. In this article, we construct differential modular forms for compact Shimura curves over totally real fields bigger than Q of non-zero integral weights that is not classical (of order zero) generalizing the construction of Buium [8] .
In the main theorem 2 of this paper, we will show that there are indeed differential modular forms as above.
We will produce the differential modular forms over totally real fields using the construction of companion modular form by Toby Gee [14] . The main technical challenge in proving our theorem are suitable generalization of Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 4.5 in [8] .
We fix a totally real number field F with ring of integers O F and let N be an ideal of O F . We assume that the field F and the ideal N satisfies the following Jacquet-Langlands condition: either We now fix odd prime p that splits completely in F . Letπ be a mod p Hilbert modular form [14, Section 3] satisfying the following properties:
• the mod p formπ is of parallel weight (p − 1) and level K 0 (N ) with (N, p) = 1;
• the formπ is ordinary at P | p;
• the mod p representation ρ π : G F → GL 2 (F P ) associated to the formπ is irreducible and is tamely ramified at all primes P | p.
We now state the main theorem of this paper:
Theorem 2. For any Hilbert modular mod p new-formπ satisfying the properties listed above, there exist differential modular form f κ of level K 0 (N ) of integral weight κ ∈ {0, −1, ·.. − (p − 2)} of order 1 or 2.
Since these differential modular forms are Hecke equivariant, they are useful to study the geometric space like Shimura curves modulo Hecke correspondences in accordance with the program outlined in [6] . In particular, we get differential modular forms of weights belonging to the set W = {−1, ·.. − (p − 1)} over fields different from Q.
In principle, we could have used the whole U 1 (p) structure [16] instead of balanced structure to construct new differential modular forms. However, there are certain properties related to Hasse invariants and Igusa curves which are available explicitly for Shimura curves with balanced structure in [14] that is better suited for our construction. We note that the existence of differential modular forms of non-zero integral weights over totally real fields is somehow surprising since for totally real fields Eichler-Shimura is known only for Hilbert modular forms with trivial nebentypus. However, the existence of Shimura curves with balanced structure as constructed by Gee [14] is an advantage for us.
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3. p-adic differential modular forms over totaly real fields
Let F be a totally real field of degree d > 1 with τ i : F → R for 1 ≤ i ≤ d its embeddings in R. We denote τ 1 simply by τ . Let O F be the ring of integers of F and let N be an ideal of O F . Fix a prime p as in the introduction and we denote the primes of F lying above p by P 1 , ..., P m . We call P 1 simply P. Let F P denote the completion of F at P. Let O P be the ring of integers of F P with residue field k of order q = p. Without loss of generality, we may assume p is the uniformizer of O P since the prime p splits completely in F .
Choose the subgroup of the form {0, H ′ }, then there is a specific choice of the level structure [2] . For [2] , p. 38], the smooth curve M ′ 0,H ′ solve the same moduli problem but now for O Palgebras. In this paper, we denote the points of this quaternionic Shimura curve by "quaternionic abelian schemes". The above moduli problem is fine. There is an universal object (A
,H ′ such that any test object over an O P algebra B is obtained by pulling back the universal quadruple via the corresponding morphism Spec(
1 is an invertible sheaf on M 
Let R to be the completion of the maximal unramified extension of O P and K denote its field of fractions.
For any scheme X over R, let X K := X × Spec R Spec K be the generic fiber. LetX denote the π-formal scheme over Spf R, obtained by completing X along the closed fiber. For any abelian variety A over K, let A Ner denote its Néron model over R. For any formal scheme X defined over Spf R, let J r (X) be the Jet space functor (adjoint functor of rth order p-typical Witt vector functor) as in [8, page 114 ] to the formal schemeX and X denote the special fiber of the scheme X.
,H ′ over the local ring O P are considered in [14] . Both of these moduli problems are representable by schemes
,H ′ , has two irreducible components which intersect each other at the supersingluar points.
One of the components is the Igusa curve, denoted by M ′ Ig,H ′ . By abuse of notation, we will still denote the induced map on the closed fibers as ǫ : M ′ Ig,H ′ → M 0,H ′ . We recall the following two results from [14] :
• [14, Lemma 2.8]The scheme M ′ bal,U1(p),H ′ is regular of dimension two and we have a finite and flat map ǫ :
is of degree p − 1 and they areétale over ordinary locus and totally ramified over supersingular locus (ss). is of the form ax w for some a ∈ O(J n (X)).
In order to construct the differential modular forms in our theorem 2, we will first obtain a presentation of the coordinate ring ofX ! . To do that, we will introduce another explicit p-formal schemeX !! and show thatX ! is isomorphicX !! . 
Schemes attached to companion modular forms in characteristic zero
Consider the following diagram of schemes over K where the horizontal maps are the respective embeddings to the Jacobian
Note that the morphism Jac(ǫ) is equivariant with respect to the Hecke action. Given a π as above,
where A π is the component attached to π and is preserved by the Hecke action. Then by the Néron mapping property we have
Ner be the inverse image of A Ner π . Since Jac(ǫ) is Hecke equivariant, the Hecke algebra acts on C as well. Let C 0 denote the connected component to the identity of C. Then C 0 is a Raynaud extension of group schemes over R as in [8, p . 118]
where T is a torus and B 0 is an abelian scheme. Since we take R to be the maximal unramified extension of O P , we can assume that T is split over R [13] . Then by composition we get the following map of formal schemesX
A presentation for the coordinate ring of X !
In this section, we will construct a presentation of the coordinate ring of the formal schemeX ! . This will be the analogous construction in [9] . We will first construct a presentation modulo p and the lift it in the formal scheme setting using Hensel's lemma.
5.1.
The section a + . We now define certain sheaves and write down the section of these sheaves following [14, p. 19] . They will be used to construct the (p − 1)-th root of Hasse-invariant for Shimura curves over totally real fields. This is the key ingredient in our construction of differential modular form of non-zero integral weights. Consider the universal abelian variety π :
). For Shimura curves over totally real fields, recall that the Hasse invariant H is defined in [1] , [17] and this mod p modular form vanishes at the supersingular points.
Lemma 4. The section a
+ is a (p − 1)-th root of Hasse invariant. In other words,
where H is the Hasse invariant.
Proof. With our data of abelian scheme of dimension 4d with polarization and endomorphism structure (π : A → S, i, λ) as in Section 3 and an Igusa structure P ∈ ker(V | A σ ), we will construct the section a + .
Note using Cartier duality, there is a map φ P : ker(F |A) → G m [17, p. 20] . Recall [17] , these are the unique invariant differential a + on A whose restriction to ker(F | A ) is φ * Let X be a nonsingular curve over k. Let Y 1 and Y 2 be curves with g i : Y i → X for i = 1, 2 be smooth maps such that deg g 1 = deg g 2 . Let G be the Galois group acting on
be a morphism over X. Also further assume that G acts transitively and freely on the fibers of on Y 2 such that f is G-equivariant. We have the following diagram
Lemma 5. Let Y 1 , Y 2 , X and f be as above. Then f is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since f is finite, it is sufficient to show that f is a bijection at the level of k-points and that f induces an injection on the tangent spaces. Since both Y 1 and Y 2 are nonsingular curves over κ with deg(g 1 ) = deg(g 2 ), it is sufficient to show that f is bijective as that would imply that the ramification index at each point has to be 1.
Note that again by deg(g 1 ) = deg(g 2 ), it is sufficient to show that f is injective. This we will show over a fiber of any point T ∈ X. Let P 0 ∈ Y 1 such that g 1 (P 0 ) = T . Since G acts transitively on the fibers of Y 1 , any other P lying over T will be given by P = σ(P 0 ) for some σ ∈ G. Now suppose f is not injective over the fiber of T . Then there exist distinct P, P ′ ∈ Y 1 such that
acts freely on the fibers of Y 2 as well, we must have σ = σ ′ which is a contradiction and hence f must be injective.
For any R-algebra A, let A = A/pA. If we still denote by x the generator of ǫ * ω, then we have a + = tx for some t ∈ H 0 (X ! , O X ! ) and hence we obtain t p−1 =φ. Set S !! = S[y]/(y p−1 −φ) and X !! := Spec S !! .
Define the S-algebra map f * : S !! → S ! given by f * (y) = t.
Now we know that for any d ∈ G = Z × p the action is given by d a
f : X ! → X !! be the induced map of varieties.
Proposition 6. We have the following isomorphisms:
where ϕ is some lift ofφ.
Proof. Note that X !! is smooth over X. Then the (1) follows from lemma 5 applied to X ! , X !! and f . The second statement now follows from [8, Lemma 3.2].
Construction of differential newforms of non zero weights
We have a following description of the corresponding p-adic arithmetic jet spaces:
for some function ϕ ∈ S.
Proof. Since X ! → X isétale, we have a following identification J n (X ! ) ≃ J n (X) × X X ! and the result follows from proposition 6.
Consider the linear map
given by t → x −1 where x is the generator of the invertible sheaf ω.
Proposition 8. For each n, the map τ induces an isomorphism of S n -modules:
Proof. For any element α = p−2 r=0 α r t r ∈ O(J n (X ! )) we have τ (α) = α r x −r . Then clearly this map is injective and surjective as well.
We now prove the main theorem of this paper.
Proof. By Section 4, we have an induced morphism of schemes X ! → C 0 in the notation of that section.
Hence for each n, this induces the following map on the jet spaces
Our aim is to create a non-zero element in O(J r p (X ! )) for a minimal r which we will obtain by pulling back a Hecke equivariant character ψ : J r (Ĉ 0 ) →Ĝ a as constructed in [7] , [8, p. 118] . For (4.1), we have the following two cases :
(1 We can compose this with the differential character of order 1 or 2 to get a homomorphism:
Let us denote the corresponding sections in O(J n (X ! )) by f π (the subscript π is given to denote it's dependence on the companion modular form π). By Proposition 8, we have a direct sum decomposition
We denote the image of f π under the above decomposition by f κ . By definition for κ ∈ {0, 1, .. · (p − 2), f κ 's are differential modular forms of weight κ on X. 
